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Perfect for Hello Kitty enthusiasts everywhere, a first-of-its-kind nail-art book presents 20 DIY
projects with step-by-step guidelines for creating Hi there Kitty-themed styles and/or applying
decals, and in addition includes four-color photos and 50 style decals.
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Such and Adorable book This book is unbelievably cute! Five Stars Amazing book and easy to
understand. Boy was I amazed. This book comes with full on nail tutorials. It perfectly depicts
step by step the simplest way to achieve the Hello Kitty encounter and bow. Would definitely
recommend to any age group. Now it looks like it will likely be a sinch! Great book Excellent
directions on nail designs of hello kitty and friends. Very Intricate! I can't wait to try these Hello
Kitty designs! The designs require a few tools, a steady hand, & several color options. In case you
are currently a nail pro, this is a must to increase your style arsenal. For everyday lay people,
such as for example myself, I will have to start with the simpler designs & Very pleased with my
purchase which vendor. Super cute! This book is super cute, includes a really nice substantial feel
to it, gorgeous pictures, and she depicts so many of HK's friends! The nail stickers are adorable,
too. The designs aren't too difficult to accomplish. Love it! Happy Hello Kitty Girl This book
brought a huge smile to my Hello Kitty loving granddaughter. Bonus stickers an advantage. work
my method up. Good for those who are particularly Hello Kitty lovers Purchased as something
special and they seemed to like it. Its ok Its a OK publication think pictures should of been bigger
so you can see the details better but good publication. Good for people who are particularly
Hello Kitty lovers. Now she's requesting nail artwork tools so she can do her own Hello Kitty nail
art!. A bonus of nail stickers as well.. I've tried so difficult to master the Hello Kitty look but I was
by no means able to master that look. The pictures aren't poor just the majority of the book is
normally of images describing the actions to producing the name designs. Gave this gift to a co-
employee for X-mas. Such a lovely book and. I really like this book.she loved it! When I received
it I anticipated only a picture book with different ways to style your nails. Not only will you be in
a position to style your nails with just Hello Kitty but also all of her Sanrio close friends. It seems
simple to do. Hello Kitty Nail Artwork Book Review The books is wonderful for giving ideas on
which kind of nail styles you must do. But, I don't recommend it to people seeking to read a
reserve because it has manly pictures. she loved it! I'm going to get one of these few out and see
how it goes. It offers excellent pictures of every project. This reserve was very unique because
they used acrylic paint along with mail polish. Not a beginner book. Kawaii and Simple! Super
pretty book! It's an excellent place to begin if you're thinking about painting Sanrio heroes. The
book has good clear pictures and guidelines, but don't expect a super detailed step by step
manual on sanrio nail art. Really cute ideas for nails. It's cute I like the designs. Would be ideal
for a mani pedi party with young girls. Harder than I thought The book is very descriptive on the
nail art projects.
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